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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the value of usability, especially in the
context of mobile devices. WAP sites offer companies the
chance to provide mobile services to their customers or to
improve the mutual relationship. In order to maximize the
user experience, several usability criteria need to be fol-
lowed. The development of such a catalog of criteria forms
the basis for the implementation of our “Wireless Usability
Software Agent” (WUSA). This agent applies these crite-
ria to WAP sites and generates metrics that allow evalua-
tion of the state-of-the-art regarding WAP sites. As far as
we know, current solutions can test single sites, but neither
the implementation of a comprehensive usability catalog
nor an extensive data collection possible with an agent has
been done and publicized so far. With these results, com-
mon problems and errors can be pointed out giving devel-
opers the chance to avoid and correct them.
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1 Motivation

Over the last few years, two technologies have created new
paradigms that influenced everyone’s life. The first one is
the World Wide Web, which enabled the exchange of mul-
timedia information. Corporate sites allowed companies
to disseminate detailed product information and establish
a closer connection to their customers. The second tech-
nology is mobile communication and computing. EMC
[1] estimates that 1,148 million people worldwide already
own and use a cell phone. Another factor is that mobile
phones are considered to be “trusted devices”—ready at
hand, small, lightweight and often containing personalized
information like an address book.

Soon after the first implementation of a mobile net-
work, there was the users’ desire to combine the two tech-
nologies: the mobile web was the idea that stood behind
the wireless application protocol (WAP), which was initi-
ated by Ericsson, Motorola, Nokia and Phone.com as they
founded the WAP Forum Ltd. in 1997. The first draft of
WAP was released in 1998 [2, pp. 2–3]. WAP and its XML-

based markup language WML were designed to heed the
limitation of the mobile devices, most notably the small
screen size (4–6 lines of text with about 12 characters per
line), the limited bandwidth (up to 14.4 kbps with GSM at
first) and the monochrome display.

Users in a mobile context have unique requirements.
For one, when using a mobile service they are in search of
specific information and want to retrieve it very quickly—
they are “hunting” instead of “surfing” [3, p. 16]. Sites with
good usability allow users to achieve this. Finding the right
information quickly also helps to keep the costs down for
the user, another factor that builds user acceptance and con-
tentment. Still the question remains what makes a site us-
able, especially with regard to a mobile context and how
usable are WAP sites. While a single content provider can
conduct usability studies for his service, an analysis of cur-
rent WAP sites can point out common mistakes. Knowing
these problems is a first step towards avoiding them, en-
abling the usability study to focus on other issues that can-
not be measured in an automated way.

In this paper, we describe our software agent for au-
tomated evaluation of WAP sites. In Section2 related eval-
uation methods of mobile services are discussed. Section3
suggests a catalog of possible usability criteria, which also
represents the criteria analyzed by the agent. The agent it-
self is presented in the fourth Section. Section5 lists the
generated data, selected results, and most common mis-
takes the agent discovered in current WAP sites. Sec-
tion 6 draws a conclusion and points out further develop-
ment steps for the software agent.

2 Related Work

Besides evaluating a complete site with regard to usabil-
ity, the service provided can also be subject to evaluation.
One approach to review the feasibility of a mobile ser-
vice is the COMPASS approach as suggested by Amberg,
Hirschmeier, and Wehrmann [4]. COMPASS collects and
displays data over five areas: the situation concept, interac-
tion model, usage cycle, system architecture, and user ac-
ceptance. User acceptance is queried by merging the basic
idea behind the balanced scorecard [5] with the technology-
acceptance model [6], which results in a matrix with two
dimensions on thex axis (usefulness and effort) and two



dimensions on they axis (services and determining factors
of the services). The elements of the matrix are perceived
usefulness (usefulness and services), operability (effort and
services), mobility (usefulness and determining factors),
and cost (effort and determining factors). For each of those
four elements a number of questions regarding a) the first
and b) the continuous usage are generated and queried (for
example social acceptance, configurability, monetary cost,
infrastructure, and availability). Afterwards, the results can
be displayed in a radar chart.

The COMPASS approach allows a service to be eval-
uated from a users point of view. It can be applied to any
mobile service, not just to WAP sites, but detailed infor-
mation about the usability cannot be gained other than the
replies from the interviewees. Another approach is We-
bQual, which has been extended to WAP sites [7] or con-
ducting interviews with users who have done specific use
cases [8].

Some companies offer services for testing WAP sites
very similar to our agent. Most of them categorize the fea-
tures of their tools in functionality-, usability-, and load
testing.

The NCC Group’s mCheckcovers all three categories
[9]. They promise: “Don’t waste your time pushing but-
tons . . . ” because manual testing by the developers is too
time consuming and therefore too expensive. Instead you
can use mCheck to test your WML code for specific hand-
sets and for syntactical correctness. Afterwards, your WAP
application should operate efficiently on different mobile
devices and gateways. They ensure usability and a consis-
tent “look and feel” after the test.

The NCC Group cooperates with Motorola. Together
they published theMotorola Certification Program – WAP
Certification Developers Guide[10]. The complete test of
a WAP site for the certification costs $2,000. The crite-
ria of this guide are checked by mCheck and mLoad. The
latter is a performance tester. mCheck works very similar
to our agent. At first, it sends a HTTP request to the ap-
plication’s server and downloads the start page. Then all
referenced pages are validated against the WML DTD and
links to missing pages, cards and images are reported as
well as other errors. All WML code is recorded and can be
viewed later.

Thee-Test Suite for WAPis the analyzing tool of Sci-
entific Computers [11]. It provides a way to test the func-
tionality and scalability of wireless applications and tra-
ditional web applications extended for use with wireless
devices. These Web testing software tools perform load
testing, functional and regression testing as well as appli-
cation monitoring throughout application development and
post deployment. You can record interactions with a wire-
less application using a PC-based phone simulator. The
WML Document Object Model of each page is saved and
test cases to validate the objects are automatically inserted.
Without any programming knowledge, it is possible to de-
velop WAP Visual Scripts, which are based on the Docu-
ment Object Model of the WML decks and can be used to

configure your tests.e-Load for WAPreuses recorded tests
to emulate thousands of virtual users accessing the applica-
tion simultaneously.

The Testing Serviceof the Open Group [12] is
strongly oriented at theCertification and interoperability
testing programof the WAP Forum [13]. They provide a
possibility to test the products before the companies apply
for the certificate. Their advantage is that they have iden-
tical tests available in the WAP certification programs be-
cause they are the certification authority. They offer an on-
line service as well as licensed products. The prices differ
strongly: a 30 day access period to their online testing ser-
vices costs $950 for an individual, whereas the license fees
for the downloadable testing services are up to $48,000.

Argogroup’sMonitor Master is another product for
testing WAP sites [14]. With Monitor Masteryou can au-
tomate the measuring and monitoring of the quality and us-
ability of mobile content. TheMonitor Mastercomes in
three configurations, tailored to meet functional, monitor-
ing, and load testing needs. It simulates real users accessing
mobile data services. Scripting and auto browsing perform
this. The content is analyzed against compliancy and con-
formance to style guides, interoperability and usability on a
wide range of devices. TheMonitor Mastertests and mon-
itors from multiple start URLs against multiple devices.

TestPros’ WAP Test Lab Services[15] help to identify,
isolate and fix problems with micro-browser compatibil-
ity, wireless device compatibility, network interoperability
and application performance. The functional tests are done
with a combination of handheld devices and wireless de-
vice simulators. Their load tests include stress tests to de-
termine system performance. The usability tests evaluate
not only the readability and accessibility of content (nav-
igation, language, etc.) but also the consistency of your
m-commerce with your e-commerce site.

Finally, you can also use a simple XML parser to
check at least the correctness of your site if your WML de-
velopment environment does not do this. Moreover, there
are some free tools to test the availability of linked pages.

3 WAP/Handheld Usability

Within the domain of the World Wide Web, companies
soon realized that user experience could be improved by
observing usability rules. As a consequence, several cata-
logs of test criteria were developed that can be applied to
most sites. Due to the differences between the wired and
the wireless web, those catalogs cannot simply be trans-
ferred but need to be adapted to the new situation [8, p. 4].
Some of these include the WAP browser manufacturer de-
velopment guidelines. For example Openwave, Sprint, Mo-
torola and Nokia all provide documentation of how to use
their browsers’ capabilities to full extent, though their doc-
uments mostly cover technical aspects.

In this Section, we create a more comprehensive cat-
alog of usability criteria categorized in five different sec-
tions: technical criteria, layout and design, services, user-



friendliness, and finally, information presentation. This
modular structure can easily be adapted and extended de-
pending on the individual requirements.

Criteria in the technical section can be measured and
contain thetime needed to load a WML deck, thedeck size,
theavailability of the deckand thenumber of errors in the
WML code. The loading time of the deck is a direct re-
sult of deck size and achieved data rate with the end user
device. Therefore, it is advisable to run tests with several
different types of connections (GSM, GPRS, HSCSD), at
different times (in the morning, at noon, in the evening)
and with different providers—or at least tests within the
expected user scenario if it is known with which type of
connection and at what time the service will be used most
likely. Deck size is also important since the default max-
imum deck size, as specified by the wireless session pro-
tocol, is limited to 1,400 octets [16, p. 81]. Although the
client can override this default value, many older mobile
phones and some current browsers adhere to this limit. This
can create user irritation, since the service might work with
one device but not with another and the reason for failure
is not apparent.

The second section, layout and design, is problematic
for two reasons. First, the display of the mobile device is
too small to allow neither the presentation of extensive in-
formation nor the exact placement of items on the screen.
(WML does not provide the syntax for this, most mobile
phones are only able to show characters and the number
of pixel on a display varies widely.) Second, the WBMP
graphics format only allows two colors, and many mobile
phone displays are only black and white. Designers are
therefore unable to utilize colors as additional means to
convey information or adhere to colors possibly defined by
the corporate identity. What can be achieved, though, is
that a user retrieves the desired information as quickly as
possible. For this,each element on a displayed page is clas-
sifiedeither as informative (information or content relevant
to the user), functional (navigation) or decorative (logo or
bullet with no function or information). A page can also be
put into one of these categories, depending on the dominant
element type. For example, a card with several functional
elements (hyperlinks) and very few and small decorations
(graphics) is counted as a menu page. The overall design of
the site should also reflect thecorporate identityas close as
possible, although this basically means the usage of com-
pany logos and therefore is hard to measure automatically.
Also, the design should be homogeneous—links should al-
ways be formatted the same way and placed at the same
location of each card (at the top and bottom of each card).

Services offered by the WAP site are examined in the
third section. Whereas thequality of the contentis relative
to the needs of the user (and thus not subject to measure-
ment), theavailability of the contentcan be measured by
checking for working links within the site. Dead links are
cumbersome for the mobile user, especially if they occur
deep within the system, after he already has spent some
time on navigation. Another service that the WAP site

should offer is the possibility to sendfeedbackto the con-
tent provider. This could be a phone number (preferably
with WTAI, allowing the phone to dial this number directly
[17]) or a server script for e-mail messages.

One point with user-friendliness is themobile usabil-
ity. A user should be able to use a mobile service without
prior customization at a networked PC and all preferences
should be changeable with a mobile phone if necessary.
Navigational itemsshould be present on every card since
they assist the user. The site should not rely on the browser
for providing these items—even though many browsers do
provide “back” and “home” buttons, not all of them do and
the manner in which these functions can be activated differs
from browser to browser.

The section about information presentation regards
the content that the user receives based on his actions—
which means in most cases navigating through the site, al-
though the input from external data sources like positioning
services for location based services can also be factored in.
One metric that can be computed is theinformation den-
sity by calculating the ratio between informative elements
and the total number of characters displayed. A high ratio
means that much information is presented to the user, but
the page is less concise due to the small screen. Therefore
on pages that qualify as informative pages, a high infor-
mation density is sensible whereas on navigational pages
(menus) a low density is preferable. The same holds true
for thelength of a page. Forcing the user to scroll is accept-
able when the information presented is read in a serialized
way. On menu pages scrolling should be avoided or at least
frequently used items should be placed at the top. This does
not circumvent the problem that the items at the bottom are
not visible to the user and he will not know about those fea-
tures unless he decides to scroll down posing the risk that
they are likely to be overlooked.

A hypertext flowchart or a distance matrix can graph-
ically represent the navigational structure of a WAP site.
Botafogo, Rivlin and Shneiderman [18] proposed several
hypertext measurements, two of them beingcompactness
andstratum. A high compactness suggests many references
within the site—this gives the reader freedom to choose
which page to view next, but also increases the change
for disorientation since the hypertext path of the previous
pages is less obvious. The stratum on the other hand re-
flects the order for navigating through a site. A high stra-
tum hints at a linear structure, whereas a low stratum may
again cause “lost in cyberspace” and overtaxes the user
with too many links. Additional information can be gained
by analyzing the server log files of a site, this makes it pos-
sible to generate a path for each user: where did he enter
the site, where did he go, which pages did he view multiple
times.

In total, this catalog of criteria is less device and
browser specific, although Openwave for example lists
some of the criteria in their WAP usability guidelines [19].
They note that on small screens important content may lost
if it is too low on a given page and that the WTAI proto-



col should be used whenever possible. Furthermore a max-
imum deck size of 500 bytes (encoded WML) is recom-
mended to keep latency down.

4 WUSA: The Wireless Usability Software
Agent

4.1 Program Description

Our agent is a Java program that evaluates WAP pages and
presents statistics of the collected data. We chose Java be-
cause it offers sophisticated class libraries for networking,
regular expressions and multithreading. First, the agent re-
trieves the WAP start page of a web site and evaluates it.
Next, the agent finds and evaluates all linked pages. In
the following, the pages of a web presence altogether are
calledweb. After an analysis of various criteria (see Sec-
tion 3), some statistics and an overview of the detected
errors are created and saved in a database. The statistics
of all pages of a web are summarized inweb statistics,
which then can be summarized tobranchandoverall statis-
tics. Java Servlets show the results as dynamically created
HTML pages.

The WAP start pages of all webs that should be eval-
uated are listed in a file the program reads in. Besides the
start page of each web and additional URLs that should be
counted as internal, there is also some common information
like the name of the company, the URL of their homepage
and the company’s branch.

The domain of the start page determines which linked
pages belong to that web, namely all pages whose URLs
share the same prefix. However, sometimes the start page
has an abbreviated URL that is easier for the user to
type in (e.g.,http://wap.companyname.com/), whereas
all other pages of the web start with a different and
longer prefix (e.g.,http://www.companyname.com/wap/
products/a-m.wml). Since those URLs should not be han-
dled as external URLs you can specify them in the list.
Moreover, the agent compares IP addresses for different
domains to decide whether a domain belongs to the start
page. The agent checks the reachability of external links in
order to determine and count broken links.

The program stores every evaluated WML and
WBMP file in the database. With the help of saved files
it is possible to view the source code of every fetched page
and compare it to a version retrieved earlier.

At first, the start page of the web is evaluated. Every
page is downloaded via anHttpURLConnectionwhose ac-
cept header is set totext/vnd.wap.wml. By doing that, the
HttpURLConnectionacts like a real mobile device. This
is necessary because some servers would respond with an
HTML answer otherwise.

The agent uses theDOMParserof Xerces[20] to pro-
cess and validate the code. If an error occurs, it is stored
in the database for later error statistics calculation. Next,
the agent analyzes the tags of the actual page. Then it

classifies the page as functional, informative or decorative.
Last, it traverses all references to other files (WML and
WBMP). Links to other sites are recorded and the pages
are processed in the same way, whereby for each page, a
new thread is started.

The area taken up by characters and images and the
number of corresponding tags determines the classification
of a page as functional or informative. If the functional
content of a page outweighs the informative content, and
the functional area outweighs the informative area, the page
is classified as a functional page. Otherwise, it is an infor-
mative page. Functional text and images are surrounded by
the tags<a>, <anchor> , etc. Informative text is found
in tags like<p>, <i> , <b>, and so on. Informative im-
ages exceed 20 pixel in both dimensions. Otherwise they
count as decorative images like lines, bullets, etc. The size
of a WBMP can be determined from its header informa-
tion, whereas the size of each character defaults to a given
value as the display of characters varies on different mobile
devices.

The links of a web are not only collected to acquire
the complete web, but also for recording on which page a
link was found. In this way, it is possible to calculate a dis-
tance matrix that aids in analyzing the navigation structure
of the web.

All data resulting from the evaluation is saved in a
database. Besides the items already mentioned, this also
includes more easily obtainable facts, e.g., file sizes and
status codes.

The evaluation of a web continues until all URLs of
the collected list are processed or certain limits are reached
(500 pages per web or maximal link depth 10).

When all pages of a web have been visited, the re-
sponse times of some random pages are checked for every
link depth. This cannot be done during evaluation since at
that time more threads are running and therefore an exact
measurement is not possible.

In a next step, web statistics for the evaluated web are
created. The page statistics are averaged and minimum as
well as maximum values are saved.

After all webs of the list file have been processed,
the actual overall statistics are calculated and saved in the
database. The overall statistics consist only of the latest
evaluation of each web.

4.2 User Interface

Start Page: The results of the evaluations can be viewed
via Java Servlets. The start page allows access to the
overall statistics and all web statistics, which are kept in
the database. Additionally, branch statistics can be calcu-
lated on the fly. Within the web statistics, it is possible to
search for company names, also limited on a certain branch.
The shown web statistics can be sorted alphabetically, by
branch, number of pages or evaluation date.

Overall Statistics: Besides presenting the data of the
actual overall statistics, this page also allows comparing the

http://wap.companyname.com/
http://www.companyname.com/wap/products/a-m.wml
http://www.companyname.com/wap/products/a-m.wml


actual overall statistics with earlier overall statistics. Fur-
thermore, the chronological development of the number of
evaluated pages and the percentage of erroneous pages are
illustrated by graphs.

Web Statistics: In addition to the data of an evalu-
ation, the web statistics page also provides the ability to
compare the current to earlier evaluations and any other
web statistics. Hereby, it is possible to compare two busi-
ness competitors’ web statistics directly. Analogously to
the overall statistics, the chronological development of the
number of evaluated pages of this web and the percentage
of erroneous pages are presented in graphs.

Details View of a Web: The details view of a web
contains links to all pages found in the web. They are ar-
ranged in a tree that shows how many clicks a mobile de-
vice user needs to get from the start page to every other
page on the shortest way. The calculation of the shortest
way path and the distance matrix, which can also be found
on this page, is performed using the shortest path algorithm
of Dijkstra [21]. Furthermore, there are links to an im-
age and an applet, which illustrate the navigation structure
through a graph.

Page Details:As previously mentioned, not only the
evaluated data is shown, but there is also the possibility
to compare with the data of earlier evaluations. By click-
ing one of the links to WAP simulators, the page can be
viewed. The source code of the page is displayed with syn-
tax highlighting and links to XML errors. When comparing
to another version of that page, the differences in the source
code are emphasized. The comparison can help developers
to repair errors, which appear only in newer versions. A
link to a small overview with details of the images of the
page and the WBMPs shown (converted into PNG) com-
pletes the page details servlet.

Search:As aforementioned all WML pages are saved
in our database. That is why we can also offer a fast WML
search engine. You can search for keywords and even full
text.

5 Evaluation

At first, our evaluation covers the WAP sites of Forbes’
Global 500 companies [22]. For that purpose we imple-
mented another agent that retrieves the URLs of these 500
companies’ homepages and searches for WAP sites. Sev-
eral constructions of possible start URLs for WAP sites
were tried, e.g. http://www.companyname.com was
transformed intohttp://wap.companyname.com, http:
//www.companyname.com/index.wml and some oth-
ers. The surprising result was that less than 10% of
those companies run a WAP site. After that, we were
looking at WAP directories likewapjag.com, wapjag.de,
and mobile.yahoo.com. Altogether we analyzed nearly
1,000 WAP sites (see Table1). The latest results can
be found at WUSA’s homepage athttp://sconner.wifo.
uni-mannheim.de/wusa/.

Number of analyzed WAP sites 946
Number of analyzed WML pages 97,568
Imperfect pages 32 %
Functional pages 43 %
Informative pages 40 %
WAP sites with feedback mechanism 49 %
Average size of deck 1,230 bytes
Average time to load deck 1,033 ms

Table 1. Summary of key criteria

The majority of the evaluated sites are error-free, but
about 32% are imperfect. Nevertheless, mobile devices can
display most of them. For example, if there are broken
links or missing pictures mobile devices will still present
the page content. Conspicuous is the fact that more than
every second link to external pages leads to an erroneous
page and even the half of those links reference not available
pages.

The most frequent error is that the content length is
too big. The sizes of about 78% of faulty pages exceed the
limit of 1,400 bytes. Other typical errors are violations of
the WML DTD so that the respective page is not in valid
XML format. Very often attributes or elements that are not
declared in the DTD are used. Also required attributes are
sometimes missing or the attributes are not embedded in
quotes. Some developers also forget end tags or write ille-
gal content in the prolog or use invalid characters or ids. In
some cases links lead to HTML documents what makes no
sense for mobile devices.

The response times of the evaluated sites vary widely.
Some pages send their responses in less than 100 ms
whereas others need umpteen seconds. The averaged re-
sponse time with our Internet connection, which is defi-
nitely under one second, is fortunately low. But you have
to consider that the response time of the agent is a bit faster
than the time a page needs to be displayed on a mobile
device, because in contrast to mobile devices the agent by-
passes the WAP gateway.

The average web consists of about 100 pages and has
a maximal link depth of five. Nearly every second web
offers at least one feedback possibility (that may be an e-
mail address, a phone number or something like that). In
comparison, only 7% of the pages offer one. The average
page has about 210 readable characters and consists of nine
rows, which makes a size of 1230 bytes. Additionally every
fifth page has a picture what lets the average size of bytes
to be loaded increase by 73 bytes.

A usability study conducted by Ramsay and Nielsen
[8] in 2000 supports the findings, even if many of nega-
tive aspects result due to a slow and unstable connection –
this emphasizes the point that the deck size has to be small
enough to allow for low latency. Also, the user of the study
reported several problems with large decks that were not
displayed correctly on their device. Another problem was
that pages with many lines in a menu hid the lower links,

http://www.companyname.com
http://wap.companyname.com
http://www.companyname.com/index.wml
http://www.companyname.com/index.wml
http://sconner.wifo.uni-mannheim.de/wusa/
http://sconner.wifo.uni-mannheim.de/wusa/


which is consistent with the observed average of 9 rows per
page.

6 Conclusion and future enhancements

In contrast to the commercial tools WUSA can create statis-
tics to deduce common statements/results. This is caused
by the fact that WUSA analyzes loads of webs and is not
straightened to test the WAP site of only one company.

Future enhancements might include the analysis of lo-
cation-based services. Currently this is not feasible, since
the required bandwidth and computing power is only avail-
able in a PC based system connected to the Internet. This
PC is not mobile in itself, so the data gained by locating the
device does not reflect real usage where the user is chang-
ing his location constantly. As mentioned, the quality of the
replies depends on the underlying database of the service
and can only be judged by human users unless the agent
itself has an extensive database that enables a comparison
of the results delivered. One way to collect location depen-
dent information would be to run the collecting software on
a mobile device and relay the data to a central server. Alter-
natively, the agent could be run entirely on a mobile device
like a PDA or laptop, which provide sufficient computing
power and connectivity. Or the provider generates different
location information for the agent; this is technically possi-
ble although it requires the provider to modify the location
server.

WUSA should also be able to evaluate future formats
of mobile web sites. Especially if a format of the next
generation will be XHTML, only a few modifications of
WUSA’s source code will extend its functionality to do the
same work for XHTML pages. Other updates like addi-
tional image types are even easier to manage, so that the
first steps to cover the renewals of WAP 2.0 can be taken in
the near future.

As mentioned above, some companies of the pre-
sented testing tools work together with certification organi-
zations and thereby can prepare your WAP site for the cer-
tification test or obey special style guides. Our testing tool,
on the other hand, works independently and is strongly ori-
ented towards the official WAP specifications [23].
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